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Executive Summary

The continued application of the Safe Third Country Agreement (STCA) poses a significant threat to refugees in North America, by returning asylum-seekers to US authorities despite well-documented failings in the US refugee protection system. In so doing, Canadian practice currently violates both international and domestic norms. Canada has an obligation under international human rights law to not return asylum-seekers to a third country where there are systemic deficiencies in the asylum system or in reception conditions. In addition, for a country designated as a “safe country” by Canada to maintain its designation, under s. 102 (2) and (3) of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act the Governor in Council is required to continually review the country’s human rights record and “policies and practices with respect to claims under the Refugee Convention and with respect to obligations under the Convention Against Torture.” Canada must rescind its designation of the US as a “safe country” in light of the ample documentary evidence on systemic failings of the asylum system and widespread human rights abuses against asylum-seekers.

While the US asylum system has long suffered from significant failings, these deficiencies have been exacerbated under the Trump administration. Since assuming office, President Trump has taken steps to implement a number of policies likely to significantly erode already deficient protections for asylum-seekers. This submission by Amnesty International Canada and the Canadian Council for Refugees to the Honourable Ahmed Hussen, Minister of Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship, and the Honourable Ralph Goodale, Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, highlights some of the more egregious failings of the United States’ refugee protection system, including:

- **The One-Year Bar:**
  This bar for asylum claims prevents, with certain narrowly construed exceptions, asylum-seekers from receiving protection if they have not met a one-year filing deadline. This policy prevents the consideration of many meritorious asylum claims and disproportionately affects certain categories of refugees, including women and those suffering from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.

- **Expedited Removal:**
  The Trump administration has ordered a significant expansion of this immigration enforcement process, which allows authorities to physically remove or deny entry to certain categories of persons without requiring hearings before immigration judges. The Trump administration has also adopted a more restrictive approach to credible fear and reasonable fear determinations which are essential for identifying individuals who may need asylum. As the screening procedures are already riddled with problems, these changes will likely place even more refugees at risk of refoulement (deportation to countries where they would be at risk of persecution).

- **Detaining Asylum-Seekers:**
  The US’s punitive and excessive approach to detaining asylum-seekers already falls well short of international norms. New policies under the Trump administration order a
dramatic expansion of detention, as well as the detention of asylum-seekers for the duration of their asylum process. In addition, the standards for detention centres are reportedly set to be relaxed. These developments promise to significantly aggravate an already dire situation for asylum-seekers who are often separated from their families and detained in inappropriately penal conditions with insufficient access to medical care. Restricted access to legal representation in detention facilities already compromises asylum-seekers' chances of being granted protection.

- **Operation Streamline and the Prosecution of Asylum-Seekers:**
  Current US practices of prosecuting individuals who have irregularly entered the US contain inadequate safeguards for asylum-seekers and therefore fail to comply with Article 31 of the Refugee Convention, which prohibits the penalization of refugees' irregular entry or presence. The Trump administration’s emphasis on prosecuting immigration violations will place more asylum-seekers at risk of prosecution.

- **Turning back Asylum-Seekers at the Mexico Border and Extraterritorial Processing of Applications:**
  Human rights groups have documented growing numbers of asylum-seekers being summarily turned back at official entry points along the Mexico-US border without the opportunity to make an asylum request, in direct contravention of obligations under the Refugee Convention. President Trump signed an Executive Order which proclaims that individuals should be returned to Mexico to be detained pending a formal removal proceeding in the US. The Department of Homeland Security memorandum on implementing this order proposes making individuals appear for removal hearings via teleconferencing. In view of significant and well-documented concerns about the detention of asylum-seekers in Mexico and their deportation therefrom, such policies raise further concerns of indirect *refoulement*.

- **Inconsistent Recognition of Gender-Based Asylum Claims:**
  The US’s approach to gender-based persecution claims has long failed to consistently provide protection to many female asylum-seekers. Recent judicial precedents have not given sufficiently clear guidance to immigration judges on gender-based claims, and immigration judges' treatment of these claims continues to be a significant barrier for asylum-seekers.

- **Inconsistent Adjudication of Claims and “Asylum-Free Zones”:**
  The rates of success for similar asylum applications vary widely among US immigration judges and among regions. Certain parts of the US have been informally dubbed “asylum-free zones” in light of the scant chances an application for asylum will succeed. Contributing factors to this phenomenon include the antagonistic and unreasonable behaviour of many immigration judges, “sub-regulatory rules” elaborated by judges, and deficient federal oversight.
In view of such overwhelming evidence of the US’s failure to fulfill obligations under the Refugee Convention and the Convention against Torture, as well as to uphold the human rights of asylum-seekers generally, Amnesty International Canada and the Canadian Council for Refugees urge Canada to consider rescinding the Safe Third Country Agreement and, as an interim measure, to immediately suspend the agreement.
I. Introduction

Amnesty International Canada and the Canadian Council for Refugees (CCR) present this submission to the Honourable Ahmed Hussen, Minister of Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship, and the Honourable Ralph Goodale, Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, to outline a number of concerns with Canada’s ongoing designation of the United States (US) as a “safe country” for asylum-seekers. The US asylum system has long suffered from protection gaps, and the CCR previously presented submissions to the government and parliamentary committees in 2006 and 2007 outlining these deficiencies and the problems with considering the US to be a safe country for refugees. Our organizations also joined in a Federal Court challenge to the STCA, which was upheld in a 2007 Federal Court ruling but overturned by the Federal Court of Appeal the following year largely on procedural and jurisdictional grounds.

Following the election of Donald Trump as president of the US, additional problems have emerged signaling a new urgency to cease Canada’s policy of returning certain refugee claimants to US authorities. Amnesty International Canada and the Canadian Council for Refugees urge the Government of Canada to immediately suspend the STCA and to consider rescinding the agreement altogether.

II. Background on the Safe Third Country Agreement

A “safe third country” clause first appeared in Canadian law in 1988 amendments to the Immigration Act of 1976. The provision allowed for the designation of another country as a “safe third country” such that refugee claimants seeking to enter Canada via such a country would be denied an opportunity to claim in Canada.

Through the 1990s, Canada engaged in negotiations with the US Government regarding a Memorandum of Understanding, later known as a Memorandum of Agreement, designating each other as safe third countries. An agreement was not concluded at this time. However, subsequently on December 12, 2001, the US-Canada Smart Border Declaration was issued, setting out a 30-Point Action Plan that included a new commitment to negotiate a safe third country agreement. Canada and the US signed the final text of the Safe Third Country Agreement (STCA) on December 5, 2002. The agreement entered into force on December 29, 2004.

---


The STCA does not displace Canada’s obligations with respect to refugee protection. Moreover, the STCA’s preamble explicitly recalls both parties’ international obligations and the need to ensure ongoing compliance with them. Article 10(2) of the STCA provides that either Canada or the United States may terminate the agreement with six months written notice. Under Article 10(3), either party may suspend the agreement for a renewable period of three months without notice.

A. Canadian Legislation Incorporating the Safe Third Country Agreement

Under s. 101(1)(e) of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (IRPA), a person entering Canada from a “designated country” is ineligible to have his or her claim for refugee protection considered by the Refugee Protection Division of the Immigration and Refugee Board. Section 102 of IRPA authorizes the Governor in Council to designate countries for this purpose. In designating a country, the Governor in Council is required to consider:

- a) whether the country is a party to the Refugee Convention and to the Convention Against Torture;
- b) its policies and practices with respect to claims under the Refugee Convention and with respect to obligations under the Convention Against Torture;
- c) its human rights record; and
- d) whether it is party to an agreement with the Government of Canada for the purpose of sharing responsibility with respect to claims for refugee protection.

Under s. 102(3), the Governor in Council “must ensure the continuing review” of these factors after designation. Canada has designated the United States as a safe third country for refugee claimants since 29 December 2004, when the US-Canada Safe Third Country Agreement came into force. The United States is the first, and to date the only, country designated for the purposes of s. 101(1)(e).

Under relevant provisions of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations incorporating the STCA, refugee claimants who request protection at a US-Canada land port of entry are denied access to the refugee determination process in Canada, unless they meet one of the

---

3 Ibid, preamble (“AWARE that such sharing of responsibility must ensure in practice that persons in need of international protection are identified and that the possibility of indirect breaches of the fundamental principle of non-refoulement are avoided, and therefore determined to safeguard for each refugee status claimant eligible to pursue a refugee status claim who comes within their jurisdiction, access to a full and fair refugee status determination procedure as a means to guarantee that the protections of the Convention, the Protocol, and the Torture Convention are effectively afforded”).

enumerated exceptions in the regulations. The STCA applies only at land ports of entry. It does not apply at airports, harbour ports, or ferry landings, nor does it apply to claims lodged within Canada.

B. The Previous Court Challenge by Amnesty International Canada, Canadian Council for Refugees, and Canadian Council of Churches

The Canadian Council for Refugees and Amnesty International Canada participated in a judicial review of the STCA before the Federal Court of Canada, along with the Canadian Council of Churches, and John Doe, an anonymous refugee claimant in the United States who claimed that he would have applied for refugee status in Canada but for the STCA. In this judicial review, the applicants sought a declaration that the agreement was unlawful and a breach of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and international human rights and refugee law.

Phelan J of the Federal Court ruled in 2007 that the United States’ human rights and refugee protection record at that time did not meet the requirements of Canadian law and overturned the designation on administrative law and Charter grounds. He found that the United States’ resort to expedited removals and detention, taken in conjunction with other factors meant that the Governor in Council’s designation of the United States as a safe country was unreasonable and the regulations giving effect to the STCA were ultra vires for failing to meet conditions in s. 102 of the IRPA. In particular, he highlighted that:

. . . there are a series of issues, which individually, and more importantly, collectively, undermine the reasonableness of the GIC’s conclusion of U.S. compliance [with international conventions]. These include: the rigid application of the one-year bar to refugee claims; the provisions governing security issues and terrorism based on a lower standard, resulting in a broader sweep of those caught up as alleged security threats/terrorists; and the absence of the defence of duress and coercion. Lastly, there are the vagaries of U.S. law which put women, particularly those subject to domestic violence, at real risk of return to their home country.

Phelan J also found that the Safe Third Country Agreement as “currently structured and applied” violated the right to life, liberty and security of the person under s. 7 of the Charter and the right to equality under s. 15 of the Charter.

---

5 *Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations*, (SOR/2002-227), s. 159.5 (The categories include *inter alia* unaccompanied minors and claimants that have family members with specified status located in Canada).

6 *Ibid*, s. 159.4.


8 *Ibid* at para 337.
The Federal Court of Appeal reversed this ruling in a decision in which the court found that as a matter of administrative law, the actual compliance of the United States with international treaties was not determinative as long as the Governor in Council considered and was satisfied with the United States' compliance, and that the respondents lacked standing for a Charter challenge under a legal test that is no longer valid law. The Court of Appeal did not, however, reverse or revisit the Federal Court findings with respect to human rights and refugee protection concerns in the United States, but instead deemed much of the evidence to be irrelevant because it postdated the decision to designate the United States a safe country. The Supreme Court of Canada declined to hear a further appeal.

C. International Standards for Safe Third Country Agreements

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has long expressed concern about the application of safe third country agreements and the need to ensure such agreements do not directly or indirectly violate the principle of non-refoulement (deportation to countries where asylum-seekers would be at risk of persecution). In 2002 a UNHCR-organized expert committee articulated a non-exhaustive list of factors to be considered in assessing whether transferred asylum-seekers will have “effective protection” upon transfer. These factors include the third state’s respect for human rights, the lack of real risk of deportation to another state where effective protection is unavailable, the existence of fair and efficient refugee determination procedures, the provision of sufficient means of subsistence, and the taking into account of “special vulnerabilities of the person concerned” and maintenance of the “privacy interests of the person and his or her family.”

Since the Federal Court and Federal Court of Appeal's judgments on the STCA, safe third country agreements have undergone judicial scrutiny in the European context, providing further clarity on the circumstances in which a country should not be considered safe for asylum-seekers and the

---

9 Canadian Council for Refugees v. Canada, 2008 FCA 229, [2009] 3 FCR 136 at paras 80 & 100. Since this ruling, the Supreme Court of Canada has adopted a more flexible approach to evaluating public interest standing. Whereas in assessing public interest standing, previously Courts inquired, *inter alia*, whether there was another reasonable and effective way to bring a matter before courts, courts must now ask “whether the proposed suit is, in all of the circumstances, a reasonable and effective means of bringing the matter before the court”. See Canada (Attorney General) v. Downtown Eastside Sex Workers United Against Violence Society, 2012 SCC 45, [2012] 2 SCR 524 at para 52.


need for authorities to proactively and attentively assess the risks of returning asylum-seekers. In recent years, both the European Court of Human Rights and the Court of Justice of the European Union have examined the issue of safe third countries in the context of challenges to the application of the Dublin Regime, which assigns responsibility for adjudicating asylum applications among member states. In 2011, in M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece, the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights found that the transfer of an asylum-seeker from Belgium to Greece violated Articles 3 (the prohibition on torture and inhuman or degrading treatment) and 13 (the right to an effective remedy) of the European Convention on Human Rights. The Grand Chamber reasoned that that the Belgian authorities knew or ought to have known that there was no guarantee the applicant’s asylum application would be examined seriously in Greece due to serious deficiencies in that country’s asylum system. In addition, the Grand Chamber considered that transferring the applicant to Greece exposed the applicant to living conditions and conditions of detention amounting to degrading treatment. In subsequent cases, the European Court of Human Rights has likewise found other instances of transferring asylum-seekers to other safe third countries under the Dublin regime to amount to violations of European Convention on Human Rights Articles 3 and/or 13 and has emphasized that authorities must proactively and individually assess risks of Article 3 violations upon return where documentary evidence is widely available.

In the same year M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece was rendered, the Court of Justice of the European Union decided N.S. v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, in which the Court found that the presumption that a country is safe is rebutted when there are systematic deficiencies in asylum procedures and reception conditions for asylum-seekers, which can amount to a real risk of inhuman or degrading treatment, as prohibited under Art. 4 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. The Court found that member states are

---

13 Although Canada is not a party to pertinent European instruments, this jurisprudence nonetheless has persuasive value in interpreting substantially similar protections under other human rights instruments, as well as under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The Supreme Court of Canada has often considered European Court of Human Rights jurisprudence in interpreting domestic rights protections. See e.g. Loyola High School v. Quebec (Attorney General), 2015 SCC 12 at paras 96-98.


16 Ibid at 358.

17 Ibid at 367.

18 See e.g. Diallo v Czech Republic, ECHR App No 20493/07, 23 June 2011; Tarakhel v. Switzerland, ECHR App. No. 29217/12, 04 November 2014.


20 C-411/10 and C-493/10.

required to not transfer asylum-seekers to face these circumstances under Art. 3(2) of the Dublin II Regulation, the “sovereignty clause”, which provides a means for member states to not transfer an asylum-seeker under the Dublin Regime.\textsuperscript{22}

Subsequent European jurisprudence from national courts has blocked a number of Dublin transfers due to over-use of detention in receiving states. German administrative courts have suspended transfers to Hungary on the basis that its detention regime does not adequately incorporate individual assessments and fails to ensure the necessity and proportionality of detention.\textsuperscript{23} Austrian courts have similarly found that Hungarian detention practices are arbitrary, disproportionate and excessive in contravention of EU law.\textsuperscript{24}

\textit{D. The Ongoing and Pressing Need to Suspend the Safe Third Country Agreement}

Nearly all of the deficiencies in refugee protection that the Federal Court identified in 2007 have continued to pose significant risks to asylum-seekers in the US. In two deficient areas identified in 2007, the US’s overbroad approach to terrorism exclusion and inconsistent and arbitrary jurisprudence on gender-based persecution, subsequent improvements have been piecemeal and have not adequately resolved the protection gaps.\textsuperscript{25} As for the other areas Phelan J identified as problematic, US treatment of asylum-seekers in fact deteriorated between 2007 and the end of the Obama administration in 2016. Amnesty International and the Canadian Council for Refugees consider that these deficiencies in the United States’ asylum system present clear evidence of the continuing – and in fact even greater – validity of the Federal Court’s 2007 evidentiary conclusion that the United States was not a safe country.

With the election of Donald Trump to the presidency of the United States, the threat to asylum-seekers in the United States is more acute than ever, and a number of Canadian and American civil society organizations have called for the immediate suspension of the STCA.\textsuperscript{26} Much public

\textsuperscript{22} Ibid at para 123.


\textsuperscript{24} Austria Federal Administrative Court, Decision of 24 September 2015, W 1442114716-1 / 3 E, cited in European Council on Refugees and Exiles, \textit{ibid} at 8.


attention has focussed on the President’s two executive orders from 27 January 2017 and 6 March 2017 restricting the ability to travel to the US for nationals of designated Muslim-majority states. However, two other executive orders, the Interior Enforcement Order and the Border Enforcement Order, both issued on 25 January 2017, call for implementing policies likely to directly undermine legal protections for asylum-seekers in contravention of the United States’ international obligations, including those under the Refugee Convention and the Convention against Torture. As discussed in further detail in this submission, through these orders, President Trump has called for the:

- expanded application of expedited removal, a process that fails to ensure the consistent identification of asylum-seekers prior to deportation;
- increased use of immigration detention (in addition, the administration has reportedly begun to weaken standards for detention facilities coinciding with this expansion);

---

27 These orders, identically titled “Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry into the United States” are not currently in force. The application of President Trump’s second order, which superseded the first, was temporarily halted pending the resolution of a constitutional challenge. See State of Hawaii v. Trump, Order Granting Motion for Temporary Restraining Order, 15 March 2017, CV. NO. 17-00050 DKW-KSC.


increased prosecution of immigration violations, including those affecting asylum-seekers, such as illegal entry;
- transfer of apprehended individuals to Mexico to be detained pending a formal removal proceeding in the US;
- and adoption of a more stringent approach to credible and reasonable fear interviews: the US’s eligibility interviews for claims for protection.

While the measures in the orders do not for the most part explicitly target asylum-seekers, they nonetheless have the potential to directly impact them and are likely to further erode an already deficient refugee protection regime.

E. Testimonies of Refugee Claimants on their Motivations for Coming to Canada

While the numbers of refugee claimants arriving in Canada from the US have been increasing for at least a year, a more recent increase has coincided with the concrete policy changes that the current US administration has ordered. In 2017, despite the cold weather, the RCMP intercepted 315 asylum-seekers between ports of entry in January, 658 in February and 877 in March, high numbers when compared to the total of 2,400 crossed irregularly in all of 2016. Manitoba and Quebec have in particular seen significant increases in irregular arrivals from the US. Individuals who have crossed the border this winter have done so at their own peril and have in certain instances lost their fingers and toes from frostbite. The increase of irregular arrivals from the US is likely encouraging smuggling and thereby placing individuals at risk of exploitation. The willingness of such individuals to expose themselves to dangers to life and limb to avoid the application of the Safe Third Country Agreement is a compelling indication that the US is no longer perceived as a “safe country” by many refugees.

Amnesty International researchers conducted preliminary research interviews during the week of February 20th with refugee claimants who had recently arrived in Manitoba from the United

---


34 Canadian media have reported investigations and prosecutions of human smuggling over the US border in recent months. In December five individuals were charged in Quebec and Ontario with conspiracy and aiding or abetting the illegal entry of one or more persons into Canada. In April two individuals in Regina were arrested as part of an investigation into human smuggling. See David Shield, “Canadian couple arrested as part of human smuggling investigation”, CBC News, 20 April 2017, http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/saskatchewan/3-more-arrests-sask-human-smuggling-1.4077163.
States, having irregularly crossed the border into Canada.\textsuperscript{35} Amnesty conducted further preliminary research interviews on 27-28 March 2017 with refugee claimants who had crossed irregularly from the US into Quebec. These interviews reveal that some of the primary motivations of the refugee claimants included:

- **Immigration detention:**
  
  Widespread and unjustified immigration detention continues to be a very serious concern in the United States. Several individuals told Amnesty International that they were detained upon arrival in the USA, and throughout the duration of their asylum claim. It was very difficult to locate, retain, or work with immigration lawyers from detention in preparation for hearings. A number of the individuals described being held in harsh conditions, including overcrowded cells of up to 35 detainees in which the temperature was so cold that people had to wrap themselves in thin foil blankets to keep warm.

- **Claims rejected in the United States:**
  
  Amnesty International researchers interviewed one individual whose claim, based on his sexual orientation, was rejected while he was held in US detention. He was subsequently released from detention after he was able to raise funds for a bond. He crossed the border irregularly into Canada. His claim was heard recently by the Immigration and Refugee Board and was so clear that he immediately received a positive decision at the completion of the hearing.

- **Increased immigration raids:**
  
  Somalis whom Amnesty International interviewed described friends and neighbours being suddenly and inexplicably arrested and detained when reporting for a regular immigration appointment or in raids at workplaces and apartment complexes. This was a key factor pushing many individuals to make the decision to leave the United States for Canada.

- **The One-Year Bar:**
  
  One refugee claimant from El Salvador was no longer eligible to apply for asylum due to the US’s one-year bar on asylum claims, which generally bars claims made more than one year after arrival.\textsuperscript{36} He stated that he was uninformed about the asylum process until it was too late for him to apply.

These accounts of refugee claimants who had made unimaginably difficult and dangerous journeys halfway around the world – always with an eye to reaching freedom in the United States – only to quickly feel that the situation in the United States had changed dramatically and become potentially hostile and unwelcoming, provide a very strong measure of how deeply troubling and unsettling conditions have become for asylum-seekers in the United States.

\textsuperscript{35} These findings were summarized in a 5 March 2017 letter to Prime Minister Trudeau.

\textsuperscript{36} This policy is described in greater detail in the next section.
Amnesty International’s findings indicate that many of these refugee claimants have left the United States after perceiving various failings in the US asylum system, facing xenophobic treatment, and fearing that the human rights situation may further deteriorate in the current political climate following the election of a president who is overtly hostile towards refugees and migrants. The subjective fear of staying in the United States that refugee claimants expressed to Amnesty International is consistent with a large body of research indicating gaping holes in the United States’ refugee protection system. Below is a non-exhaustive overview of some of the most salient areas where the United States’ laws and practices fail to meet international standards.

III. The One-Year Bar

The one-year bar is a provision in the Immigration and Nationality Act, enacted as part of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996. This rule requires asylum-seekers to apply for asylum within one year of entry unless applicants fall into one of two exceptions: he or she can demonstrate “changed circumstances which materially affect the applicant’s eligibility for asylum” or “extraordinary circumstances relating to the delay in filing”. Regulations provide examples of changed or extraordinary circumstances and also stipulate that where an exception applies, applicants must apply within a “reasonable period”:

Individuals who are barred from applying for asylum due to the one-year bar may be eligible for protection under “withholding of removal”, a more limited form of relief. Although refugees granted withholding of removal are protected from deportation to their country of origin, they cannot apply for permanent residence, are not allowed to bring children or spouses to the United States, are unable to return to the US if they travel abroad and can be deported to a third

---

38 INA § 208(a)(2)(D).
39 8 C.F.R. § 1208.4(a)(4-5).
country. This procedure is also an inadequate substitute for asylum applications: it is far more difficult for applicants to succeed because they must meet a much higher standard of proof by establishing that they are more likely than not to be persecuted on Convention grounds.\footnote{8 CFR 208.16.} In 2007, Phelan J of the Federal Court of Canada recognized that this different evidentiary standard coincided with much lower acceptance rates in withholding of removal.\footnote{Canadian Council for Refugees v. Canada, 2007 FC 1262, [2008] 3 FCR 606 at paras 152-154 (at the time, the difference 38% acceptance for asylum claims versus 13% for withholding of removal claims).} He therefore concluded that “the weight of the expert evidence is that the higher standard for withholding combined with the one-year bar may put some refugees returned to the U.S. in danger of refoulement.”\footnote{Ibid at para 154.} As a result US law, practice, and policies in this respect were inconsistent with obligations under the Refugee Convention, as well as Canadian practice.\footnote{Ibid.} The One-Year Bar also diverges from practice in other jurisdictions, including the United Kingdom and Australia.\footnote{Misha Seay, “Better Late than Never: A Critique of the United States Asylum Filing Deadlines from International and Comparative Law Perspectives” (2011) 34 Hastings Int’l & Comp. L. Rev. 407.}

Before the STCA was implemented, both the House of Commons Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration and the UNHCR expressed concerns about the one-year deadline, and the Standing Committee recommended that Canada receive assurances that persons returned to the US would not be subjected to this deadline.\footnote{UNHCR Comments on the Draft Agreement between Canada and the United States of America for “Cooperation in the Examination of Refugee Status Claims from Nationals of Third Countries” (July 26, 2002), \url{http://www.refworld.org/docid/3d4e69614.html} at 2; The Safe Third Country Regulations Report of the Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration, December 2002, \url{http://www.parl.gc.ca/content/hoc/Committee/372/CIMM/Reports/RP1032292/cimmrp01/cimmrp01-e.pdf} at 9.} Although the UNHCR has considered certain time limits on asylum requests permissible, it has nonetheless noted that the failure to meet those requirements “should not lead to an asylum request being excluded from consideration.”\footnote{Executive Committee of the High Commissioner’s Programme, “Refugees Without an Asylum Country No. 15 (XXX) - 1979” (1979), principle h (vi)(i), \url{www.unhcr.org/excom/exconc/3ae68c960/refugees-asylum-country.html}.} In 2010, then-UN High Commissioner and current UN Secretary-General António Guterres described the US’s filing deadline as “diverg[ing] from international standards” and stated that it “makes it more difficult for many asylum seekers to establish their need for protection.”\footnote{António Guterres, U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees, Closing Keynote at “Renewing U.S. Commitment to Refugee Protection: The 30th Anniversary of the Refugee Act,” co-hosted by Human Rights Watch, 2010.} The UNHCR has since urged the US to repeal the One-Year-Bar, especially for all children with claims.\footnote{António Guterres, U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees, Closing Keynote at “Renewing U.S. Commitment to Refugee Protection: The 30th Anniversary of the Refugee Act,” co-hosted by Human Rights Watch, 2010.}
Academic studies in recent years have provided further concrete evidence of the significant, arbitrary, and detrimental effect the one-year bar has on the US's refugee protection system. A 2010 empirical study of the more than 300,000 cases in the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) database found, *inter alia*, that:

- more than 30 per cent of all asylum applicants missed the filing deadline;\(^{52}\)
- the grant rate for applicants who applied for asylum within one year was equivalent to those of late asylum applicants who qualified for an exception to the bar, suggesting that late applications were not less meritorious;\(^ {53}\)
- between 1998 and 2009, an estimated 15,000 asylum applications would have been granted but for the one-year bar;\(^ {54}\)
- the one-year bar disadvantaged certain nationalities more than others, a possible result of asylum-seekers from certain nationalities having more extensive support networks or fewer cultural barriers;\(^ {55}\)
- the eight different regional asylum offices found applications to be timely (i.e. filed within the one-year deadline) at varying rates, even when corrected for other factors such as nationality. The authors worried that “differences in operation assumptions and procedures in the different Asylum Offices caused these variations.”\(^ {56}\)

US courts have generally applied the one-year bar in an exceedingly rigid manner, in effect depriving the exceptions to the one-year bar of much of their ability to mitigate the deficiencies of this policy. A report by the US-based National Immigrant Justice Center, Human Rights First, and Penn State Law analyzed 662 Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) cases that involved the one-year filing deadline and found that in 22 cases, asylum-seekers found to face a clear probability of persecution upon return had their claims rejected due to the filing deadline.\(^ {57}\)


\(^{53}\) *Ibid* at 745.

\(^{54}\) *Ibid* at 754.

\(^{55}\) *Ibid* at 744.

\(^{56}\) *Ibid* at 758.

same report concludes that the BIA often states cursorily that the immigration judge correctly applied the one-year bar without engaging in any substantive analysis as to whether the application of the one-year bar was in fact required by law. The authors identified 34 cases wherein the BIA declined to recognize a refugee’s circumstances as justifying an exception in reference to the list of examples of changed and extraordinary circumstances in the regulations, in effect treating the list as exhaustive rather than illustrative.

The one-year bar has had a disproportionate effect on female asylum-seekers, who file very late claims at a rate more than 50 per cent higher than men. Women who face gender-based persecution may face more difficulty in applying for asylum within the one-year time limit, including due to lack of knowledge that spousal abuse can be grounds for a refugee claim or reluctance to reveal sexual violence. The bar also has a disproportionately negative impact on lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and HIV positive individuals. The bar precludes bona-fide, non-fraudulent claims through ignoring the effects of psychological disorders. Refugees suffering from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) disproportionately struggle to meet the one-year timeline. PTSD has been rejected as a basis for an exception to the bar in multiple instances, such as in one case where an applicant was found to have continued the “totality of [her] life activities” and in another where an applicant had managed to go to church while suffering from PTSD.

The above documentary evidence clearly demonstrates that the one-year bar’s arbitrary and often discriminatory effects deprive asylum-seekers of protection for reasons unrelated to the merits of

58 Ibid at 7.
59 Ibid at 8.
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their claims. In so doing, the one-year bar places individuals at risk of *refoulement* for purely administrative reasons.

**IV. Turning Back Asylum-Seekers at the Mexico Border and Extraterritorial Processing of Applications**

Since July 2016, Customs and Border Protection (CBP) agents have reportedly turned back asylum-seekers at official border crossings into the US from Mexico without affording them any opportunity to claim asylum, a phenomenon that is leading some asylum-seekers to conduct dangerous, irregular crossings into the US. The Human Rights First researchers visited border regions in California, Texas, and Arizona from February-April 2017 and documented 125 instances of individuals being unlawfully denied access to asylum procedures. CBP officers have reportedly provided misinformation to individuals at the border, such as stating that they cannot apply for asylum, require visas, must apply for asylum from Mexican authorities beforehand, or are in need of an “appointment” from Mexican officials. Such practices are a direct violation of the US’s obligations under the Refugee Convention, and those summarily turned back at the border are at risk of chain *refoulement* due to Mexico’s deficient refugee protection system. In addition, those turned back to Mexico are at risk of violence within Mexico’s northern border states, areas where migrants have been subjected to abuses including kidnappings, rape, disappearances, and extortion. Some asylum-seekers have been returned to
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69 One of the critical factors for assessing “effective protection” in third countries is whether there is “no real risk that the person would be sent by the third State to another State in which he or she would not receive effective protection or would be at risk of being sent from there on to any other State where such protection would not be available.” See UNHCR, *Summary Conclusions on the Concept of “Effective Protection” in the Context of Secondary Movements of Refugees and Asylum-Seekers (Lisbon Expert Roundtable, 9-10 December 2002)*, February 2003 at 15(c), [http://www.refworld.org/docid/3fe9981e4.html](http://www.refworld.org/docid/3fe9981e4.html).

70 Washington Office on Latin America, Latin American Working Group, and Kino Border Initiative, “Situation of Impunity and Violence in Mexico’s Northern Border Region,” Testimony submitted to the
Ciudad Juarez, a city once described the most dangerous in the world and where rates of violence are again on the rise.\textsuperscript{71}

Mexican private security guards and immigration enforcement agents assist the US’s violations of the Refugee Convention by stopping asylum-seekers from traveling to the US and telling them that the US is no longer granting asylum.\textsuperscript{72} Under the Obama administration, US policies of lending political and financial support to Mexican border enforcement to decrease the numbers of Central American asylum-seekers were already criticized for “outsourcing refoulement.”\textsuperscript{73} Mexico has engaged in large-scale policies of detention and deportation of Central Americans with inadequate procedures in place to ensure proper adjudication of asylum claims.\textsuperscript{74} Despite the existence of laws on refugee protection in Mexico, the UNHCR has emphasized the continued problems of access to asylum procedures and the need to reduce the risk of refoulement for those needing protection as a priority for 2017.\textsuperscript{75} The failings of the Mexican asylum system have been well-documented, such as widespread failure to screen children for protection needs and inform them of their rights.\textsuperscript{76}

Under the Trump administration, new risks of onward refoulement may emerge if planned extraterritorial processing policies are implemented. In addition to calling for the construction of a wall along the US’s southern border, President Trump’s Border Enforcement Order instructs the DHS to return applicants for admission arriving on land from Mexico and Canada to those countries to await their removal proceedings in the United States.\textsuperscript{77} This policy would be a clear violation of the US’s obligations under the Refugee Convention, and asylum-seekers might be detained for possibly years on end during the processing of their applications by US authorities. However, as Mexican Foreign Minister Luis Videgaray has reportedly declined to cooperate with
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this policy, considerable uncertainty remains as to the fate of asylum-seekers returned to
Mexico. Due to the increase of detentions and deportations from Mexico, this order raises
serious concerns that extraterritorial processing will lead to refoulement.

V. Expedited Removal

Expedited removal is an immigration enforcement process that allows for the physical removal of
or denial of entry to certain categories of non-citizens without requiring hearings before
immigration judges. First introduced as part of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act of 1996, expedited removal is codified in section 235 of the Immigration and
Nationality Act, which provides that “[i]f an immigration officer determines that an alien” who is
inadmissible for lacking proper documentation or has sought to obtain a visa, other
documentation, or admission through fraud or misrepresentation, “the officer shall order the
alien removed from the United States without further hearing or review unless the alien indicates
either an intention to apply for asylum under section 1158 of this title or a fear of
persecution”. The non-citizen’s inadmissibility is determined during a single encounter with a
CBP officer. All non-citizens placed in expedited removal proceedings are typically subject to
detention. Following expedited removal, individuals are barred from entering the US for five
years. If they are able to re-enter they are placed in “reinstatement of removal” proceedings,
are rendered ineligible for asylum, and must rely instead on withholding of removal, a more
narrow form of relief.

In creating expedited removal in 1996, the US Congress granted the Attorney General the
discretion to apply the proceedings to two categories of non-citizens: those “arriving in the
United States” and those in the United States who have not been continually present for two
years. At first, the Attorney General opted to apply the expedited removal to only the former
category. However, in 2002, the Attorney General also applied expedited removal to non-citizens
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who had entered the United States by sea without inspection and who had not been continuously present within the United States for two years.\textsuperscript{85} In 2004, the Attorney General again expanded expedited removal to allow its use for any non-citizen apprehended within fourteen days of entry and within 100 miles of the border.\textsuperscript{86}

President Trump’s “Border Enforcement Order” of 25 January 2017 directs the DHS to expand “expedited removal” to the maximum extent possible. In accordance with the statutory authority granted to the Attorney General in 1996, this order would extend expedited removal throughout the US, including regions bordering Canada, to individuals who entered the United States without documents and cannot prove that they have been continuously present for the previous two years.\textsuperscript{87} The DHS memorandum on implementing the Border Enforcement order also stipulates that all individuals who are determined by immigration officers to be inadmissible will be removed “without further hearing or review.”\textsuperscript{88} Considering the well-documented problems in expedited removal, this dramatic expansion of the application of these procedures would deny an even greater number of asylum-seekers effective procedural guarantees. A growing number of individuals in need of protection will likely find themselves at risk of deportation without being accorded the chance to participate in a fair hearing of the merits of their claims.

A. Inadequate Safeguards for Asylum-Seekers in Expedited Removal Procedures

When the application of expedited removal was first expanded in 2002 to encompass individuals who had already entered the US, US authorities introduced certain measures to address concerns that asylum-seekers would be summarily deported without being afforded the opportunity to seek protection. In particular, the US introduced “credible fear” interviews with asylum officers to which assess whether individuals have a credible fear of persecution or torture and adopted certain procedures for identifying potential asylum-seekers for referral to these interviews. Despite the existence of such theoretical safeguards for those in need of protection, in practice they fail to act as a consistent and reliable bulwark against refoulement.

Already in 2007, Phelan J. recognized potential protection gaps in expedited removal procedures. Although he considered that there was “insufficient evidence to reasonably conclude that the U.S. process of expedited removal, highly criticized by the UNHCR, as well as the


\textsuperscript{87} Border Enforcement Order at s. 11(c).

Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration, would itself lead to refoulement”, 89 he nonetheless found that the use of expedited removal and that of detention raised issues of compliance with international obligations and, when taken in conjunction with “more clear contradictions with Convention provisions call the reasonableness of the GIC’s determination into question”. 90

Since 2007, a growing body of evidence has emerged showing that expedited removal in itself exposes asylum-seekers to rights abuses, including refoulement, through US authorities’ failure to apply sufficiently robust procedural guarantees in both the initial screening process carried out by CBP Officers and in credible fear interviews with asylum officers. These problematic aspects of the US immigration system are likely to persist, as chances for a judicial overhaul of the flawed expedited removal system were dealt a significant blow in April 2017, when the US Supreme Court declined to hear an appeal of the Third Circuit’s decision in Castro v. DHS 91, in which the Court found that the petitioners, asylum-seekers who had been subject to expedited removal, were not entitled to judicial review of their claims.92

i. Deficiencies in Border Screening for Asylum-Seekers

Although routinely not respected in practice, CBP Officers are required to identify non-citizens who fear persecution and refer them for a credible fear interview by an asylum officer.93 To achieve this goal, CBP Officers are required to inform non-citizens of the possibility of seeking protection and must ask whether they fear returning to their country of origin. 94 CBP Officers must read or have read to individuals Form I-867A, which informs, inter alia, that “U.S. law provides protection to certain persons who face persecution, harm, or torture upon return to their home country”.95

The International Religious Freedom Act of 1998 authorized the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) to appoint experts to assess the situation of asylum-seekers in Expedited Removal. In their first assessment in 2005, the Commission highlighted the inconsistent application of protections for asylum-seekers in expedited removal and the “serious

89 Ibid at para 231.
90 Ibid at para 238.
91 835 F.3d 422 (3d Cir. 2016).
93 8 U.S.C. §1225(b)(1)(A)(ii); 8 C.F.R. §235.3(b)(4)
94 8 C.F.R. §235.3(b)(2)(i).
problems” that put asylum-seekers at risk of refoulement.96 The primary recommendation to address these failings was to appoint a high-ranking official to coordinate between multiple agencies and implement reforms on refugee issues. However, a decade later, the same commission noted that although a Senior Advisor for Refugee and Asylum Policy was appointed in 2006, this position did not report to the Secretary or Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security, and the position had been vacant since 2011.97 USCIRF also concluded that most of the recommendations from the 2005 report remained unimplemented and that there were “continuing and new concerns about the processing and detention of asylum-seekers in Expedited Removal”.98

In its 2005 report, the USCIRF found that in approximately half of inspections they observed, CBP officers did not read the pertinent part of Form I-867A on the possibility to seek protection for those fearing returning home.99 The USCIRF also found that the individuals who received this information were seven times more likely to be referred for a credible fear interview.100 In violation of a clear statutory obligation, CBP Officers failed to refer individuals who expressed a fear of return in 15% of cases observed by the Commission.101

In researching their 2016 report, the USCIRF observed five CBP interviews and found that:

Despite the small sample of CBP interviews observed, USCIRF found several examples of non-compliance with required procedures, including: failure to read back the answers to the interviewee and allow him to correct errors before signing, as required; interviewing individuals together instead of separately and in private; failure to read the required script from the I-867A; and failure to record an answer correctly.102

In the same report, the USCIRF also found that the credible fear interviews they observed confirmed significant shortcomings with CBP officers’ approach to interviewing and record
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keeping. These interviews revealed that the I-867 forms sometimes include inaccurate information or answers to questions that were never asked.\textsuperscript{103}

The 2016 USCIRF report confirms that CBP officers often fail to correctly identify individuals fearing return to their countries of origin:

> While many asylum seekers in ICE [Immigration and Customs Enforcement] detention centers reported that CBP officers did ask them about fear of return, others reported that CBP officers did not ask them the fear questions, asked them incorrectly, recorded “no” when interviewees answered “yes,” inquired into their fear claims in detail, and/or dismissed assertions of fear.\textsuperscript{104}

The USCIRF also noted that such failings of the CBP screening process are consistent with anecdotal information provided from USCIS indicating that most credible fear referrals come from ICE and not CBP.\textsuperscript{105}

The USCIRF report appears to suggest a willful disregard by certain CBP officers of their legal obligation to identify potential asylum-seekers:

> Of particular concern are reports of CBP officials denying non-citizens in Expedited Removal the opportunity to claim fear. For example, a Guatemalan asylum seeker in ICE custody who had previously been deported told USCIRF that on her first apprehension by BP [Border Patrol], she “was not given the opportunity to talk;” instead, she said that when she tried to explain why she had fled to the United States, the agent forced her to sign papers instead. One Central American man said he was told “whether you sign or not, we are going to deport you.” Others said BP agents told them that “it’s better if you just ask to be deported” or “we’re going to throw you out.”\textsuperscript{106}

The findings of the USCIRF are consistent with interviews of deportees to Honduras conducted by researchers from Human Rights Watch that identified severe shortcomings in the CBP screening process, including failure to refer individuals to credible fear interviews despite expressing fear of return.\textsuperscript{107} As part of the same investigation, Human Rights Watch observed CBP interview procedures at the McAllen Border Patrol station, where they noted additional
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\textsuperscript{107} Human Rights Watch, “You Don’t Have Rights Here: US Border Screening and Returns of Central Americans to Risk of Serious Harm”, October 2014 (ISBN: 978-1-6231-32002) at 26 (“Human Rights Watch spoke with deportees who reported that they were not informed of the availability of protection or that they were not referred to an asylum officer for a credible fear interview after they told a Border Patrol agent they were afraid to return to their country. Some would-be asylum seekers also reported that Border Patrol officers harassed, threatened, and attempted to dissuade them from applying for asylum”).
problems in the screening process, including that interviews were often conducted in crowded settings and failed to guarantee confidentiality.\textsuperscript{108} Officers conducted interviews without their weapons but in uniform with holsters, creating an intimidating environment for individuals fearful of security forces in their countries of origin.\textsuperscript{109}

The UN Committee against Torture has expressed concern with “a growing number of reports that CBP and other U.S. immigration agencies fail to identify and refer many of the individuals placed in expedited removal for an asylum-screening interview.”\textsuperscript{110} This trend appears to be worsening, with immigration lawyers reporting growing numbers of asylum-seekers being sent back upon requesting asylum at ports of entry since President Trump took office.\textsuperscript{111}

A February 2017 report by the Borderland Immigration Council, a coalition of immigration lawyers, non-profits and community members, further documented the significant rights abuses in expedited removal through interviews with 25 legal experts in the El Paso sector conducted between September 2016 and January 2017. The authors of the report found that in 12 per cent of cases documented, individuals who expressed a fear of return were not referred to credible fear interviews.\textsuperscript{112} Legal experts interviewed as part of this investigation likened CBP screening interviews to interrogations, with individuals being “badgered” in interviews that sometimes last for hours to elicit responses sought by DHS officials, namely that they have not come to the US to seek safety, but instead to rejoin family members or to work.\textsuperscript{113} Half of the lawyers interviewed for the report indicated that individuals often must sign documents in English without translation, leading to subsequent inconsistencies in asylum claims and consequent negative credibility inferences.\textsuperscript{114}

Although the clear deficiencies in the application of the United States’ expedited removal procedures point to systemic problems in the United States’ refugee protection system, certain groups face heightened challenges, including non-Spanish speakers, some of whom have
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reported not having access to interpretation services.115 Women and children from Central America are also at particular risk in expedited removal procedures. Many asylum-seekers from this region have fled domestic abuse or gang-related violence. Despite recognition by the American judiciary that violence from non-state actors can form the basis of an asylum claim, the findings of a UNHCR mission suggest that some border officials do not understand or accept this legal reality.116

The gaps in the United States’ refugee protection for those fleeing violence in Central America have had fatal consequences for some returnees. Elizabeth Kennedy, a social scientist at San Diego State University, relied on local newspaper reports to identify 83 people who had died between January 2014 and September 2015 after being deported to El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala. Most of the deaths occurred within a year following deportation.117

ii. Overly Stringent Credible Fear Procedures

Credible fear determinations, which occur when individuals subject to expedited removal under INA § 235(b) express a fear of return to their home countries, are intended to guard against refoulement. These interviews, which gauge whether individuals have a credible fear of persecution or torture, were originally intended to require a relatively low threshold for applicants to meet to be allowed to present an asylum application before a judge. However, this procedure presents dramatic barriers to applicants. Shortcomings in credible fear determinations previously identified by civil society organizations include:

- Inadequate translation services, which are often provided through the phone or video technology, resulting in frequent mistranslations.118 Speakers of non-Spanish Indigenous languages appear to be particularly impacted, with the advisory committee of the DHS


116 UNHCR, Findings and Recommendations Relating to the 2012-2013 Missions to Monitor the Protection Screening of Mexican Unaccompanied Children Along the U.S.-Mexican Border (June, 2014), at 25 (finding that “[a] significant number of officials ... stated that persecution is limited to harm inflicted directly by the government and that children who fear gangs or cartels do not therefore fear persecution”).


having concluded that the department “systematically fails to provide appropriate language access.”\textsuperscript{119}

- Asylum officers often fail to elicit relevant and useful information by primarily asking yes and no questions, or by failing to inquire about alternative grounds for refugee claims.\textsuperscript{120}
- Asylum officers often do not assess children’s refugee claims independently from their parents’, often deny requests for independent interviews, and sometimes fail to adopt a child-friendly approach to questioning.\textsuperscript{121} The presence of children in these interviews has impeded some women from speaking forthrightly out of fear of traumatizing them.\textsuperscript{122}
- Asylum officers’ written reasons often fail to provide adequate details as to why an applicant did not establish credible fear, and officers often simply check a box on a form as to which legal requirement was not met, thereby hindering the ability to contest a negative finding.\textsuperscript{123}
- Many negative credible fear findings result from asylum officers finding there was no “nexus” between harm experienced and a protected ground under the Refugee Convention, despite the evolving nature of jurisprudence interpreting this area of the law and the difficulty it poses for even immigration judges or experienced legal counsel.\textsuperscript{124}


The process for reviewing negative credible fear determinations before an Immigration Judge does not adequately provide for access to counsel. The US government considers that there is “no right to representation prior to, or during,” the review, and counsel are generally prohibited from speaking or presenting legal arguments. Civil society organizations have found that in practice lawyers in detention facilities are sometimes alerted to review hearings only the night before or sometimes not at all and consequently are sometimes only able to meet with clients after the Immigration Judge has upheld a negative finding.

Some asylum officers appear to apply a higher standard of proof than the “significant possibility” threshold required by law. A 2014 USCIS lesson plan for asylum officers equated this standard with that of a “substantial and realistic possibility” of success: a formulation that does not appear in statutes. In addition, this lesson plan did not reiterate that Congress intended for the credible fear evidentiary standard to be less stringent than that of the “well-founded fear” standard. The lesson plan also suggested that the individual must provide evidence, in effect confounding the credible fear interview with a full asylum interview. Six months after the introduction of the lesson plan, the percentage of credible fear interviewees permitted the chance to apply for asylum dropped from 83 to 63 percent. The UN Committee against Torture noted its concern with the revised interpretation of credible fear and urged a return to “its original less restrictive application.”

Instead of addressing the UN Committee against Torture’s concerns, the Trump administration’s Border Enforcement Order appears to usher in a new, even more stringent approach to credible
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fear, as well as reasonable fear\footnote{Reasonable fear screenings occur when an individual is subject to expedited removal under INA § 241(a)(5) for reinstatement of a prior removal order or INA § 238(b) for removal of individuals who are not Lawful Permanent Residents and who have been convicted of an aggravated felony. Such individuals are barred from presenting an asylum claim but can apply for withholding of removal or relief under the Convention against Torture before an immigration judge if they have passed a reasonable fear interview with an asylum officer.} determinations, for refugees seeking protection in the United States.\footnote{Border Enforcement Order, s. 11(b) (“The Secretary shall take all appropriate action, including by promulgating any appropriate regulations, to ensure that asylum referrals and credible fear determinations pursuant to section 235(b)(1) of the INA (8 U.S.C. 1125(b)(1)) and 8 CFR 208.30, and reasonable fear determinations pursuant to 8 CFR 208.31, are conducted in a manner consistent with the plain language of those provisions.”)} The DHS Memorandum on implementing the Border Enforcement Order directs asylum officers to make a positive credible fear finding “only after the officer has considered all relevant evidence and determined, based on credible evidence, that the alien has a significant possibility of establishing eligibility for asylum.”\footnote{Dept. of Homeland Security, “Implementing the President's Border Security and Immigration Enforcement Improvements Policies”, 20 February 2017 at 8, \url{https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/17_0220_S1_Implementing-the-Presidents-Border-Security-Immigration-Enforcement-Improvement-Policies.pdf}} According to this memorandum, officers must also “determine the credibility of the alien’s statement made in support of his or her claim.”\footnote{Ibid.}

In February 2017, the DHS also released new lesson plans to train asylum officers on credible and reasonable fear interviews that introduces concrete changes to the already flawed approach in the 2014 credible fear lesson plan. US-based immigration practitioners have expressed concern that the new lesson plans will further blur distinctions between these determinations and full asylum interviews.\footnote{American Immigration Lawyers Association, “AILA Quicktake #190: Revised Credible and Reasonable Fear Lesson Plans”, 28 February 2017, \url{https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgVJkysse2Y}.} Changes include erasing the previous guidance that “[w]hen there is reasonable doubt regarding the outcome of a credible fear determination, the applicant likely merits a positive credible fear determination” and substituting a note that reasonable doubt about the outcome may be considered.\footnote{USCIS, “Executive Summary of Changes to the Credible Fear Lesson Plan”, 13 February 2017, \url{http://www.aila.org/infonet/uscis-executive-summary-of-changes-to-the-credible}.} As for the evidentiary standard used by asylum officers in credible fear determinations, a 13 February 2017 memorandum from John Lafferty, Chief of the Asylum Division on the release of the lesson plans notes that:

the showing required to meet the "significant possibility" standard is higher than the "not manifestly unfounded" screening standard favored by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees ("UNHCR") Executive Committee. A claim that has no
possibility, or only a minimal or mere possibility, of success, would not meet the "significant possibility" standard.\textsuperscript{138}

In addition, the lesson plans reiterate the “substantial and realistic possibility of success” formulation from the 2014 credible fear lesson plan as a “helpful articulation” of the “significant possibility” standard.\textsuperscript{139} The lesson plans also instruct asylum officers to directly assess the credibility of assertions, instead of assessing whether there is a significant possibility in the future that the individual would be found credible.\textsuperscript{140} As a result of these lesson plans, the boundaries between these interviews and full asylum hearings has been further obfuscated, in effect transforming eligibility hearings into miniature refugee hearings despite the lack of access to counsel and supporting evidence.

VI. Detention of Asylum-Seekers

The US’s immigration detention regime fails to comply with the state’s obligations under international refugee law, as well as applicable norms of international human rights law, including obligations under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights\textsuperscript{141} and norms codified in the Convention on the Rights of the Child.\textsuperscript{142} Specifically, the US resorts to detention in a punitive, disproportionate and presumptive manner, fails to uphold adequate detention conditions, and places asylum-seekers at increased risk of refoulement due to restricted access to counsel in detention facilities.

A. Punitive Use of Detention

The US’s use of detention for deterrence contradicts the US’s obligation to not employ immigration detention for punitive reasons. Detaining asylum-seekers in a punitive manner
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\textsuperscript{142} Convention on the Rights of the Child, 20 November 1989, 1577 U.N.T.S. 3, 28 I.L.M. 1456 (entered into force 2 September 1990). Although the US is currently the only state on earth not party to the latter instrument, the US must respect its substantive norms, which arguably represent customary international law. In addition, as a signatory to the instrument, the US is “obliged to refrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of [the] treaty.” See Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, May 23, 1969, 1155 UNTS 331 (entered into force Jan. 27, 1980) at Art 18.
violates Article 31 of the Refugee Convention’s prohibition on penalizing illegal entry or presence. The use of detention for deterrence purposes also violates the prohibition on arbitrary detention, as enshrined in binding international instruments, because such practices are not predicated on assessing individual circumstances.

US officials in both current and former administrations have described the US’s detention policies as deterrence measures. In 2014, former US Homeland Security Secretary Jeh C. Johnson stated that “it will now be more likely that you will be detained and sent back” to those considering crossing the border irregularly, and the DHS has also underscored the deterrent value of detention in multiple reports. Reuters reported on 4 March 2017 that the DHS is considering a proposal to separate women and children who enter the US irregularly as a deterrence measure. Although US Homeland Security Secretary John Kelly has since distanced himself from this proposal, claiming that families will be split up at the border “only if the situation at that point in time requires it,” the deterrent goal of other detention policies is apparent from statements from other Trump administration officials. In a speech in which current US Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced the detention of “all adults who are apprehended at the border”, he cited with approval figures on recent drops in irregular crossings
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and stated that “[f]or those that continue to seek improper and illegal entry into this country, be forewarned: This is a new era. This is the Trump era.”

B. Arbitrary and Unlawful Use of Detention

US detention practices also fail to comport with the strict constraints under international law for non-punitive detention. Under Article 31(2) of the Refugee Convention, a state may restrict the movement of refugees only when necessary. According to the UNHCR 2012 Guidelines on the Applicable Criteria and Standards relating to the Detention of Asylum-Seekers and Alternatives to Detention, detention must be used only on a case-by-case basis, or else the detention may be considered arbitrary. Detention may be considered arbitrary if government officials have not considered less intrusive or less coercive means to monitor or control the whereabouts of the detainee.

Various human rights reports indicate that in practice the US does not consider detention to be a last resort, but instead employs it widely and often presumptively without an individualized assessment of the need in a given case. Asylum-seekers have remained in detention for extended periods of time without any form of individualized review or assessment to determine if the detention is justified. Arriving asylum-seekers are subject to mandatory detention until they pass a credible fear test. In theory, a 2009 directive has required Immigration and
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Customs Enforcement officers to grant parole to asylum-seekers who have been found to have a credible fear, who manage to establish their identity and who are neither dangers to the community nor a flight risk.\textsuperscript{156} However, in practice, many of these individuals’ parole requests have been denied, even in cases of urgent and humanitarian requests.\textsuperscript{157}

The numbers of women and children in immigration detention in the US have increased significantly since 2014, when the Obama administration resorted increasingly to family detention as a deterrence measure against women and children fleeing Central America.\textsuperscript{158} By spring 2015, DHS had 3,300 cribs and beds to accommodate mothers and minor children in detention.\textsuperscript{159} Families are sometimes held for long periods of time, including over a year in certain cases,\textsuperscript{160} contrary to international norms that generally prohibit the detention of minors.\textsuperscript{161} The Committee on the Rights of the Child has urged states to “expeditiously and completely cease the detention of children on the basis of their immigration status” and


\textsuperscript{157} Borderland Immigration Council, “Discretion to Deny: Family Separation, Prolonged Detention, and Deterrence of Asylum Seekers at the Hands of Immigration Authorities Along the US-Mexico Border”, February 2017 at 20, http://media.wix.com/ugd/e07ba9_72743e60ea6d4c3aa79b6ec771c3b0fe.pdf (this research relied on interviews in the El Paso sector with lawyers and advocates, on of whom indicated that less than 10 percent of her organization’s parole requests in the prior had been granted, a much lower figure than previous years); see also US Commission on International Religious Freedom, Barriers to Protection: The Treatment of Asylum Seekers in Expedited Removal, 2016, at 40, https://www.uscirf.gov/sites/default/files/Barriers%20To%20Protection.pdf (describing how interviews conducted by the USCIRF between 2012 and 2015 also found that individuals sometimes continue to be subject to detention, in often inappropriate penal conditions, even after having been found to have a credible fear).

\textsuperscript{158} Family Detention: The unjust policy of locking up immigrant mothers with their children, Detention Watch Network, https://www.detentionwatchnetwork.org/issues/family-detention.


\textsuperscript{161} In interpreting obligations under the Convention on the Rights of the Child in the immigration context, the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child has stated that “...unaccompanied or separated children should not, as a general rule, be detained.” See Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No. 6, UN Doc CRC/GC/2005/6 (1 September 2005), para 61; see also UNHCR, Guidelines on the Applicable Criteria and Standards relating to the Detention of Asylum-Seekers and Alternatives to Detention, 2012 at Guideline 9.2 http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/503489533b8.pdf (finding that children “should in principle not be detained at all”).
recommended that “primary consideration should be given to the best interests of the child in any proceeding resulting in the child’s or their parents’ detention.”  

Immigration and Customs Enforcement often splits apart family members or fails to reunite separated families, as the US has no comprehensive means of tracing family member location. Policies of splitting family members apart are traumatic for the individuals concerned and contrary to international human rights norms. The separation of family members can also have decisively detrimental impacts on the ability to put forward a successful claim for protection for both children and their parents, and can result in disparate results in applications. 

The US’s immigration detention regime, already fraught with serious human rights concerns, is likely to be expanded in the coming months and years with predictably disastrous consequences for asylum-seekers. The Border Enforcement Order of 25 January 2017 calls for expanding immigration detention, constructing new detention facilities to accommodate new detainees, and terminating the practice known as “catch and release” that allows for the regular release of certain undocumented people before deportation hearings. There are no exceptions specified
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164 Convention on the Rights of the Child, Art 9(1) (“States Parties shall ensure that a child shall not be separated from his or her parents against their will, except when competent authorities subject to judicial review determine, in accordance with applicable law and procedures, that such separation is necessary for the best interests of the child…”); see also Tarakhel v. Switzerland, ECHR App. No. 29217/12, 04 November 2014 at para 120 (finding that Swiss authorities should have obtained assurances from Italian authorities on family unity prior to transferring asylum-seekers).


166 Border Enforcement Order, s. 5 (a) (“The Secretary shall take all appropriate action and allocate all legally available resources to immediately construct, operate, control, or establish contracts to construct, operate, or control facilities to detain aliens at or near the land border with Mexico”); s. 6 (“The Secretary shall issue new policy guidance to all Department of Homeland Security personnel regarding the appropriate and consistent use of lawful detention authority under the INA, including the termination of the practice commonly known as ‘catch and release,’ whereby aliens are routinely released in the United States shortly after their apprehension for violations of immigration law.”); & s. 7 (“The Secretary shall
in the order for asylum-seekers. Under the order, individuals may be detained solely “on suspicion” of violating federal or state law, which includes unauthorized entry. The Border Enforcement Order prioritizes for enforcement offences with a nexus to the southern border, such as unauthorized entry and re-entry into the US. The DHS memo that provides guidance on implementing the Border Enforcement Order claims that detention is “the most efficient means” for enforcing immigration laws at the border prior to a final determination of whether a person should be deported or is eligible for protection. With US Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ subsequent announcement that “we will now be detaining all adults who are apprehended at the border”, it appears that asylum-seekers at US borders will now be detained for the duration of their proceedings.

The Trump administration’s policies on detention appear to have already had a palpable impact, with lawyers and experts in non-profit organizations reporting an increase in apparently arbitrary decisions to deny parole for asylum seekers this year. An internal DHS assessment published by the Washington Post details some of the concrete steps the agency is taking in advance of an escalation of detention, including having already located 33,000 additional beds in detention facilities and considering proposals to accelerate the hiring of CBP officers.

immediately take all appropriate actions to ensure the detention of aliens apprehended for violations of immigration law pending the outcome of their removal proceedings or their removal from the country to the extent permitted by law”).


168 Ibid at s. 13.


C. Risk of Refoulement due to Lack of Meaningful Access to Counsel in Detention

Detainees generally lack access to counsel, contrary to international standards that provide for a right to counsel.\textsuperscript{173} Counsel often play an essential role in supporting successful claims, and a lack of legal representation places asylum-seekers at increased risk of \textit{refoulement}. A 2015 national study found that while only 14\% of those detained had counsel, 69\% of detainees who were released from detention prior to a decision on the merits of their case had counsel.\textsuperscript{174} In the case of respondents seeking relief from removal, those with counsel had a five and half times greater chance of receiving relief, and those with counsel had a 15 times greater chance of merely seeking it.\textsuperscript{175} A report by the American Immigration Lawyers Association reported that, in a study of roughly 29,000 cases, asylum seekers with counsel generally had a ten times higher chance of success in immigration court than those without a lawyer.\textsuperscript{176} There are a number of reasons behind the difficulty to retain counsel:

- The 2016 USCIRF study indicated that the location of most detention centres in remote areas made it more complicated in practice for detainees to have access to counsel and that detainees in urban areas were more likely to be represented.\textsuperscript{177} A national study found that only ten percent of detainees in facilities in small cities obtain counsel.\textsuperscript{178}
- The regime regulating lawyer-detainee access is highly varied with each facility operator setting up its own rules. In some facilities lawyers are allowed to bring laptops or access phones, while in other facilities they cannot.\textsuperscript{179} Some facilities fail to provide adequately


\textsuperscript{174} Ingrid Eagly and Steven Shafer, “A National Study of Access to Counsel in Immigration Court”, (2015) 164 University of Penn L R 1 at 32.

\textsuperscript{175} \textit{Ibid} at 9.

\textsuperscript{176} American Immigration Lawyers Association, Due Process Denied: Central Americans Seeking Asylum and Legal Protection in the United States (16 June 2016) at 15.


\textsuperscript{178} Ingrid Eagly and Steven Shafer, A National Study of Access to Counsel in Immigration Court, University of Penn L R (2015) Vol 164 No 1 at 40.

confidential premises for meetings with counsel.\textsuperscript{180} In some cases, counsel have reportedly been outright denied access to detention facilities.\textsuperscript{181}

- The practice of transferring detainees between different locations has also restricted the ability of counsel to keep track of and properly represent applicants.\textsuperscript{182}

While Immigration and Customs Enforcement detention standards require group presentations on legal rights to be conducted, in practice these presentations are often lacking and in some cases are not conducted at all.\textsuperscript{183}

\textit{D. Conditions in Immigration Detention}

The \textit{New York Times} recently revealed that DHS officials have indicated unofficially that the Trump administration is looking to relax various rules in contracts with jails holding immigration detainees, including no longer requiring translation services or specifying details on protocols for medical procedures.\textsuperscript{184} This development is particularly alarming, given that a number of different reports from government sources and NGOs show the already poor conditions for asylum-seekers in US detention centres. As discussed below, the records show that asylum-seekers are in many cases held for prolonged periods in inadequate holding cells before being detained in prisons and prison-like conditions. Detention conditions have traumatic psychological consequences, especially for marginalized groups, and medical resources are insufficient with sometimes deadly consequences.


i. Prolonged Confinement in Inadequate Holding Cells

CPB Officers routinely detain individuals for prolonged periods of time in small holding cells near the southern border of the United States. These holding cells, known informally as “hieleras” (the Spanish word for “iceboxes” or “freezers”) usually lack beds and are generally small concrete rooms containing concrete benches.\(^\text{185}\) These cells are inadequate facilities for overnight detention, and they are often overcrowded and cold, and insufficient food, water, and medical care are made available.\(^\text{186}\) According to a 2013 report by Americans for Immigrant Justice, detainees described cells that were so cold that their “fingers and toes turn blue and their lips chap and split” and that contained a single sink and toilet in plain view of other detainees.\(^\text{187}\) A 2014 report by the Guatemala Acupuncture and Medical Aid Project interviewed 33 families of individuals who had been held in short-term detention and found that 94 per cent of them reported being held in “too cold” or “freezing” conditions and 91 per cent reported bright lights being left on 24 hours per day.\(^\text{188}\)

Following media coverage of the inhumane conditions of CBP holding cells,\(^\text{189}\) in 2013 separate legislation was introduced in both the US Senate and House of Representatives to provide better legal protections to those held in short-term detention.\(^\text{190}\) However, these initiatives were unsuccessful. The inadequate conditions of these holding facilities have also been the subject of multiple administrative complaints and ongoing federal court litigation.\(^\text{191}\)

\(^{185}\) American Immigration Council, “Detained Beyond the Limit: Prolonged Confinement by U.S. Customs and Border Protection along the Southwest Border”, August 2016 at 1.

\(^{186}\) Ibid.


\(^{189}\) See e.g. Rachael Bale, “Detained border crossers may find themselves sent to ‘the freezers’”, Center for Investigative Reporting, 18 November 2013, [http://cironline.org/reports/detained-border-crossers-may-find-themselves-sent-to-freezers-5574](http://cironline.org/reports/detained-border-crossers-may-find-themselves-sent-to-freezers-5574).


\(^{191}\) See e.g. *Alba Quinonez Flores v. United States of America*, No. 1:14-cv-03166 (E.D.N.Y. Filed May 20, 2014); Law Office of R. Andrew Free, Administrative Notice of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims, 10 August 2015, [https://cpabusestest2.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/10m-ftca-complaint-on-behalf-of-5-mothers-andrew-free.pdf](https://cpabusestest2.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/10m-ftca-complaint-on-behalf-of-5-mothers-andrew-free.pdf); National Immigration Project of the National Lawyers Guild, Programa de
According to CBP data analyzed by the American Immigration Council, CBP routinely detains people in these holding cells for periods far longer than its official 12-hour limit. Between 1 September 2014 and 31 August 2015, 217,485 or 67 per cent of the total of 326,728 individuals held in CBP facilities were confined in these facilities for 24 or more hours, 93,566 (29 per cent) for 48 hours or more hours, and 44,202 (14 per cent) for 72 hours or longer.\textsuperscript{192} The data revealed that in each sector an individual had been held for seven months or longer, with one individual in Laredo being held for 13 months and 13 days.\textsuperscript{193}

\textbf{ii. Prison-Like Conditions of Detainees in Detention Facilities}

The majority of asylum-seekers are detained in prisons or prison-like conditions, and in some cases asylum-seekers and regular domestic prisoners sleep in the same cells.\textsuperscript{194} Approximately two-thirds of immigration detainees are held in a network of state and county criminal jails across the country. The “contracting out” to government prisons and private detention centres has occurred against a backdrop of a dramatic increase in the use of immigration detention since 1996 when the US introduced expedited removal.\textsuperscript{195} Immigration detainees are also often made to wear prison uniforms and are subject to the wearing of restraints (shackles) during transportation.\textsuperscript{196} Even after an asylum seeker passes a credible fear interview, he or she remains in prison-like conditions. Where children are involved in such detention conditions, it is a violation of international norms prioritizing the best interests of the child, as well as the 1997 \textit{Flores} settlement agreement which imposes an obligation on US immigration officials to house children in the “least restrictive” setting in consideration of their age and any special needs.\textsuperscript{197}
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Even when detainees are housed in what are not in fact prisons, the detention centres that have been set up by Immigration and Customs Enforcement still retain a prison-like quality. A 2016 study by the U.S Commission on International Religious Freedom noted that Immigration and Customs Enforcement relied on correctional incarceration standards to detain asylum seekers. The authors of this report found that all adult detention facilities had perimeters secured with razor wire and 92% of the facilities had searches of living quarters. The USCIRF subsequently noted its concern that the:

vast majority of asylum seekers in Expedited Removal continue to be detained in immigrant detention centers with high degrees of external and internal security, no freedom of movement, and no privacy. This contradicts not only USCIRF’s 2005 recommendations but ICE’s own 2009 policies that asylum seekers should be held in civil detention facilities which are externally secure but allow for internal freedom of movement, broad-based and accessible indoor and outdoor recreation opportunities, contact visits, privacy, and the ability to wear non-institutional clothing.

The Office of Detention Policy and Planning, the body responsible for developing regulations on immigration detention, is set to be closed, suggesting that the detention of migrants and refugees will be officially subject to the standards of criminal inmates. In reaction to this closure, Kevin Landy, the director of this office under the Obama administration, reportedly stated that “[a] decision to simultaneously abandon detention standards could have disastrous consequences for the health and safety of these individuals.”

iii. The Psychological Impacts of Detention

A number of reports document the psychological impact of immigration detention. Many of the detainees have overcome severe hardship to make their way to the United States, only to be subjected to an experience that can force them to relive their trauma. According to the USCIRF, the prolonged detention of torture victims can cause “dangerous and physically damaging levels of stress, depression and suicide, and post-traumatic stress disorder.” The USCIRF observed that some children experienced depression, PTSD, bed wetting, weight loss and developmental
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regressions stemming from their detention.\textsuperscript{203} A research mission from Human Rights First to the Berks County Residential Center, one of the facilities the US uses to detain families, found that “prolonged detention has had serious negative consequences for children, including suicidal gestures and ideation, anxiety, sleeplessness, behavioral regressions, and lack of appetite” and that inadequate health and mental care had been made available to children and their mothers.\textsuperscript{204} The psychological impact on mothers is also significant as it can exacerbate PTSD from trauma they suffered in their home country, and it can obstruct their ability to raise their children.\textsuperscript{205} Detention conditions are particularly insensitive and dangerous to members of the LGBT community. LGBT persons are at special risk of abuse or harassment by other detainees, with evidence of a lack of necessary care by detention officials to ensure their safety.\textsuperscript{206}

Civil society organizations have reported widespread sexual violence in immigration detention.\textsuperscript{207} These abuses have been met with virtual impunity. According to a complaint filed by Community Initiatives for Visiting Immigrants in Confinement on behalf of eight people who experienced or witnessed sexual abuse in immigration detention, between January 2010 and July 2016 the DHS received 33,126 complaints of sexual and physical abuse against its component agencies\textsuperscript{208} but only opened investigations into 247 of them (i.e. only .07 per cent).\textsuperscript{209}


\textsuperscript{204} Human Rights First, “Long-Term Detention of Mothers and Children in Pennsylvania”, 15 August 2016 at 1, \url{www.humanrightsfirst.org/sites/default/files/HRF-Long-Term-Detention-Brief.pdf}.


\textsuperscript{208} These include ICE, Citizenship & Immigration Services, CBP, Border Patrol, Transportation Security Administration, Coast Guard, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Federal Protective Service, and the Secret Service.

Immigration and Customs Enforcement was the component agency that received the largest number of sexual abuse complaints. Over 97 percent of the between 1,016 and 2,573\textsuperscript{210} complaints received during this time period from people in DHS detention were not investigated.\textsuperscript{211} The five immigration detention facilities that receive the most sexual and physical assault complaints are all privately-run.\textsuperscript{212}

The resort to solitary confinement or isolated detention in US detention facilities induces or exacerbates trauma for detainees. The \textit{New York Times} reported in 2013 that at any given day, about 300 immigrants are held in solitary confinement, with nearly half of them being isolated for 15 days or more.\textsuperscript{213} The UN Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment considers that “any imposition of solitary confinement beyond 15 days constitutes torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, depending on the circumstances.”\textsuperscript{214}

\textbf{iv. Inadequate Medical Care}

Reports show that the medical infrastructure of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) or ICE-contracted detention facilities is often inadequate and puts the lives of detainees at serious risk, especially if they have pre-existing or chronic conditions. A 2016 report from the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the Detention Watch Network, and the National Immigrant Justice Center examined egregious violations of ICE’s medical standards that the Office of Detention Oversight had indicated to be an important factor in the deaths of eight detainees from 2010 to 2012. In one incident, Amra Miletic died in 2011 from complications from chronic bowel inflammation and heart arrhythmia after two months of rectal bleeding and other symptoms while detained in the Weber County Correctional Facility in Utah. She did not see a physician for 37

\textsuperscript{210} This statistical range reflects flaws in data collection. The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) received 1,016 reports of sexual abuse or assault from 28 May 2014 to 12 July 2016. The OIG did not use the category “Detainee reported sexual abuse/assault” prior to 28 May 2014. However, an additional 1,557 complaints earlier complaints were submitted against ICE and CBP under the categories “coerced sexual contact,” “sexual harassment,” and “physical or sexual abuse”, leading the authors of the complaint to conclude that “it is plausible that there were a total of 2,573 sexual abuse or assault complaints from people in detention between January 2010 and July 2016”. \textit{Ibid} at 6.

\textsuperscript{211} \textit{Ibid} at 5.

\textsuperscript{212} \textit{Ibid} at 7.

\textsuperscript{213} Carl Takei, “New limits announced on ICE’s solitary confinement of immigrants”, American Civil Liberties Union, 6 September 2013, \url{https://www.aclu.org/blog/new-limits-announced-ices-solitary-confinement-immigrants}.

\textsuperscript{214} \textit{Interim report of the Special Rapporteur of the Human Rights Council on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment}, UN Doc. A/66/268, 5 August 2011 at para 76.
days and lab tests were only ordered 11 days before her death.\textsuperscript{215} In another case, Pablo Garcida-Conte, died in 2011 from cardiomyopathy, a treatable heart disease, after 142 days in detention during which he reported health problems including vomiting after each meal. The Eloy Detention Center, a Corrections Corporation of America-run private detention facility in Arizona, did not provide him with an interpreter during this time. The report notes that “Mr. Gracida’s long list of sick call requests reads as a desperate, repeated cry for help that was ignored until it was too late.”\textsuperscript{216}

Six out of eight of the deaths examined in the ACLU/Detention Watch Network/National Immigration Justice Center joint report occurred in private detention facilities, which advocacy organizations and government agencies have often criticized for various failings including inadequate medical care and violence.\textsuperscript{217} The report found that despite the findings in the Office of Detention Oversight’s death reviews of significant violations of ICE medical standards as contributing factors to fatalities, in ICE inspections occurring before and following would refuse to recognize or would dismiss the findings of the reviews.\textsuperscript{218} The authors of the report made a number of detailed recommendations to reduce immigration detention, improve medical care in detention, and ensure meaningful oversight through revamped and more transparent inspection processes.\textsuperscript{219}

A 2016 Human Rights Watch report relied on two medical experts to analyze the results of the ICE Office of Detention Oversight’s review of 18 out of 31 detainee deaths that ICE had acknowledged as having occurred after May 2012. In seven of the 18 deaths surveyed, the experts concluded that substandard care likely contributed to their deaths. These experts pointed to substandard care in detention facilities, including failure to follow up on symptoms that required attention, medical personnel practicing beyond the scope of their qualifications, and slow emergency responses.\textsuperscript{220} Detention centres also often lack the necessary services for HIV-

\textsuperscript{215} American Civil Liberties Union, the Detention Watch Network & the National Immigrant Justice Center, “Fatal Neglect: How ICE Ignores Deaths in Detention”, February 2016 at 8-9, \url{https://www.aclu.org/report/fatal-neglect-how-ice-ignores-death-detention}.
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\textsuperscript{218} American Civil Liberties Union, the Detention Watch Network & the National Immigrant Justice Center, “Fatal Neglect: How ICE Ignores Deaths in Detention”, February 2016 at 3 & 5-6, \url{https://www.aclu.org/report/fatal-neglect-how-ice-ignores-death-detention}.

\textsuperscript{219} Ibid at 22.

positive detainees with numerous cases showing that HIV-positive detainees have been denied life-saving treatments.\textsuperscript{221} Medical conditions of asylum-seekers, which are often aggravated in detention, can harm the ability to focus and clearly express key parts of their protection claims.\textsuperscript{222}

The inadequate medical care in US detention facilities is likely to worsen in view of the reported plan to replace specific standards in jail contracts with more open-ended conditions. For example, according to DHS officials interviewed by the \textit{New York Times}, the current rule that detainees be given medical evaluations within 24 hours of first being detained is to be replaced by a general obligation to have protocols on medical care, and although new jail contracts will necessitate having policies on suicide prevention and solitary confinement, the contents of the policies will no longer be stipulated.\textsuperscript{223}

\section*{VII. Operation Streamline and the Criminalization of Asylum-Seekers}

Current US practices of prosecuting individuals who have irregularly entered the US fail to contain adequate safeguards to ensure asylum-seekers are exempted, with the result that asylum-seekers have been prosecuted for crimes related to their irregular entry.\textsuperscript{224} This practice is inconsistent with Article 31 of the Refugee Convention, which prohibits imposing on refugees penalties for irregular entry or presence. With the Trump administration’s push for increased criminalization of irregular migration, more asylum-seekers are likely to be placed at risk of prosecution. Already, current US Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced that federal prosecutors now must consider a number of offences for prosecution.

Operation Streamline is a collaboration between the Department of Homeland Security and the Department of Justice to prosecute migrants crossing the Southern US border irregularly. According to 2011 written testimony by Michael J Fisher, former chief of US Border Patrol, the Streamline initiative is part of a “Consequence Delivery System” to deter irregular border


crossings. In the same testimony, Fisher adds that with regards to Operation Streamline, “consequences are imposed through consistent application of criminal sanctions to reduce illicit cross-border activity.” The operation has affected hundreds of thousands of people, with more than 250,000 people being referred to prosecution since the program’s inception.

The former US Attorney General, Eric Holder, ordered U.S attorneys to no longer include first time border crossers in prosecutions. However, the current Attorney General under the Trump administration, Jeff Sessions, has voiced his admiration for the program and laments what he called the previous administration’s “undermining” of it. Without specifying measures to ensure asylum-seekers will not be penalized, in an 11 April 2017 speech, Sessions announced that federal prosecutors now must consider a number of offences for prosecution, including:

- “unlawful” entry or re-entry;
- document fraud and identity theft; and
- transporting or harbouring non-citizens.

Although not specifically geared towards asylum-seekers, Operation Streamline does not contain adequate safeguards to ensure that asylum-seekers are not subjected to prosecution and refoulement prior to being afforded the chance to claim protection. A May 15, 2015 report from the Office of the Inspector General of Homeland Security stated the following:

Border Patrol does not have guidance on whether to refer to Streamline prosecution aliens who express fear of persecution or fear of return to their home countries. As a result, Border Patrol agents sometimes use Streamline to refer aliens expressing such fear to DOJ for prosecution. Using Streamline to refer aliens expressing fear of persecution, prior to determining their refugee status, may violate U.S. obligations under the 1967 United Nations Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, which the United States ratified in 1968. Border Patrol does not have guidance on whether to refer to Streamline prosecution aliens who express fear of persecution or fear of return to their home countries. As a result, Border Patrol agents sometimes use Streamline to refer aliens
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expressing such fear to DOJ for prosecution. Using Streamline to refer aliens expressing fear of persecution, prior to determining their refugee status, may violate U.S. obligations under the 1967 United Nations Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, which the United States ratified in 1968.\textsuperscript{230}

The same report indicated that CBP Officials had estimated that a guidance including information on claims of fear of persecution would be produced by 30 September 2015.\textsuperscript{231} However, it appears that no such guidance has been made publically available to date. Once referred for prosecution, there are no guarantees against prosecution of asylum-seekers, and current procedures in fact preclude federal courts from directly considering whether defendants should avoid prosecution because of a fear of return.\textsuperscript{232} Because the United States has not incorporated asylum claims as a direct defence to immigration offences, asylum-seekers can be charged and convicted for irregular entry or related offences, such as “[f]raud and misuse of visas, permits, and other documents.”\textsuperscript{233} The recognized criminal law defence of duress fails to protect asylum-seekers because evidentiary, procedural, and cultural barriers preclude asylum claims from forming a consistent basis for successful defences of duress at trial.\textsuperscript{234}

The lack of adequate safeguards to ensure that asylum-seekers are not caught up in Operation Streamline are particularly troubling in view of the procedurally unfair nature of prosecutions under the program, which often rely upon mass prosecutions and sentencing hearings. Human Rights Watch reported in 2013 that defendants may appear in court in as little as one day after their apprehension and can often be prosecuted in groups of more than 100.\textsuperscript{235} Although this group hearing style has been declared by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal in 2009 to violate US Federal Criminal Procedure, the ruling is not binding outside of the circuit.\textsuperscript{236} In such proceedings, defendants are often encouraged to accept a plea bargain by their own defence


\textsuperscript{231} Ibid at 18.


\textsuperscript{233} Ibid at 99 & 101.

\textsuperscript{234} Ibid at 101-104.


attorneys, and thus significant defences are often not raised. Furthermore, defendants may see their appointed lawyer for as little as 5-10 minutes prior to a hearing. Prosecutors in Streamline proceedings are not regular US attorneys but are rather ICE or Customs and Border Protection attorneys who have been deputized as “special assistant US attorneys.” All of this adds to an unfair process interested in speed and not justice. One magistrate judge who has presided over 17,000 cases describes his role as “a factory putting out a mold.” This system truncates into a single day what would otherwise be federal court cases lasting months. President Trump’s executive orders lay the groundwork for escalating the kind of punitive approach to immigration enforcement exemplified by Operation Streamline. The Interior Enforcement Order orders the development and implementation of “a program that ensures that adequate resources are devoted to the prosecution of criminal immigration offenses in the United States.” The Border Enforcement Order also resurrects the Secure Communities program that allows police officers to be deputized to enforce immigration laws, and the DHS Memorandum on implementing this order calls upon the Director of ICE and the Commissioner of CBP “to engage immediately with all willing and qualified law enforcement jurisdictions” in order to enter into enforcement agreements with the DHS. The Memorandum also calls for the “the proper enforcement of our immigration laws against any individual who-directly or indirectly facilitates the illegal smuggling or trafficking of an alien child into the United States.” This policy may have a chilling effect on individuals who bring their children to the US to seek asylum and may discourage their parents from claiming asylum themselves.
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VIII. Protection Gaps for Gender-Based Persecution Claims:

The US’s approach to gender-based persecution claims fails to consistently provide protection to female asylum-seekers with a well-founded fear of persecution, as required under the Refugee Convention. In 2007, Phelan J considered that the considerable uncertainty in US law surrounding gender-based persecution claims placed individuals at a real risk of refoulement. US law has subsequently undergone a positive development with the rendering of the 2014 Board of Immigration Appeals decision of Matter of A-R-C-G-, which recognized that women escaping domestic violence could potentially qualify for refugee status due to persecution on the ground of a particular social group. However, the decision has not fully rectified protection gaps for asylum-seekers with gender-based claims, and subsequent inconsistent jurisprudence has indicated that the decision has failed to provide adequate guidance to immigration judges.

The decision’s narrow holding is often construed to be limited to married women, and the decision failed to alter the high evidentiary standards and confusing legal test applied by the US for establishing a particular social group within the meaning of the Refugee Convention. As summarized in the decision, under the Board of Immigration Appeals’s test, particular social groups must be (1) composed of members who share a common immutable characteristic, (2) defined with particularity, and (3) socially distinct within the society in question. While the Board of Immigration Appeals recognized in this decision that “married women in Guatemala who are unable to leave their relationship” constituted a particular social group, this classification does not necessarily extend to non-married women, and some subsequent jurisprudence has failed to grant protection in cases where women were in long-term relationships, had children, or even represented themselves to be married within their communities in keeping with certain cultural norms. In addition, assessing whether a woman is “unable to leave” a relationship has proven confusing, leading to inconsistent outcomes in subsequent decisions.

Matter of A-R-C-G- failed to rectify other problematic aspects of the US treatment of gender-based claims. The decision failed to elucidate how women should demonstrate that their membership in the particular social group was the motivation for the persecutor, and subsequent
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decisions have proven inconsistent in this regard.\textsuperscript{252} Certain US immigration judges have adopted strict criteria for meeting the “unwilling or unable” test for state protection, which must be met in most gender-based claims, which usually involve private actors. For example, certain judges have relied on the successful issuance of protective orders to find that a government was willing and able to protect women, despite their having been repeated and unpunished violations of the orders.\textsuperscript{253}

IX. Inconsistent Adjudication of Claims and “Asylum-Free Zones”

Multiple empirical studies have documented that rates of success for similar asylum applications vary widely among US immigration judges.\textsuperscript{254} Such significant variation has led the authors of one study to liken the US asylum process to a “Refugee Roulette”, whereby asylum-seekers’ chances of success hinge in large measure on which asylum officer or immigration judge has been assigned to the case.\textsuperscript{255}

The US asylum system also suffers from alarming regional variations in acceptance rates with certain areas having even come to be described as “asylum-free zones” in reference to the almost insurmountable odds against successful asylum applications. Low rates of success in certain regions point to significant failings in the US refugee protection system and may be an indicator that the US is not a safe country and is placing individuals at risk of \textit{refoulement}.\textsuperscript{256}

\textsuperscript{252} \textit{Ibid} at 10.

\textsuperscript{253} \textit{Ibid} at 17-18.


\textsuperscript{256} The Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights has taken note of statistically low chances of success of claims for protection in deciding the safety of third countries. See \textit{M.S.S. v Belgium and Greece}, Grand Chamber, ECHR App No. 30696/09, 21 January 2011, paras 126 & 313 (wherein the Court noted that the UNHCR had found that for 2008 in Greece only .04 per cent of decisions on refugee status and .06 per cent of decisions for humanitarian reasons or subsidiary protection were positive. The Court considered that these statistics “tend here to strengthen the applicant’s argument concerning his loss of faith in the asylum procedure”).
Houston, Dallas, Charlotte, and Las Vegas asylum-seekers are denied asylum at rates far exceeding the 52% average country-wide denial rate. In 2015, Atlanta immigration judges denied an astonishing 98 per cent of asylum applications, and in Houston and Dallas, 91 per cent of asylum applications were denied that year. In many places, this trend towards rejecting asylum applications has grown steadily and considerably in recent years. For example, approval rates of asylum applications in the Charlotte Immigration Court have dropped from 29 per cent in 2012 to 18 per cent in 2013, 16 per cent in 2014 and 13 per cent in 2015. Refugee advocates in the United States have pointed to a number of potential contributing factors behind the emergence of “asylum-free zones”, including restrictive “subregulatory” rules, antagonistic and abusive behaviour by judges fostered by inadequate federal oversight, pressures from high volume of case work, and a wariness of counsel to represent clients in areas where judges appear hostile to asylum claims.

X. Conclusion

As outlined in this submission, the deficiencies in the US’s refugee protection system expose asylum-seekers to a real risk of refoulement and to other rights abuses. The US’s systemic violations of international norms on the protection of asylum-seekers, including provisions of the


259 Ibid at 9.

Refugee Convention, require the Government of Canada to immediately suspend operation of the STCA and consider its abrogation. Although certain significant protection gaps in the US’s asylum system have existed for years, recent policies championed by the Trump administration make it more urgent than ever for Canada to take action and end the return of asylum-seekers to US authorities.

The serious risks to which the STCA exposes refugees who cross into Canada should further compel Canada to end transfers of asylum-seekers to US authorities for humanitarian and public policy reasons. The ongoing operation of the STCA places asylum-seekers in harm’s way by forcing them to cross irregularly into Canada to avoid the agreement’s application. In addition, the STCA is encouraging exploitation by smugglers and contributing to a hostile media narrative that erodes public support for refugee protection. At a time of growing support for political movements hostile to refugees and immigration in North America and globally, Canada should assume a principled stance and follow through on Prime Minister Trudeau’s bold promise to welcome “those fleeing persecution, terror & war.”

261 Twitter, @JustinTrudeau, 28 January 2017, https://twitter.com/justintrudeau/status/825438460265762816?lang=en (“To those fleeing persecution, terror & war, Canadians will welcome you, regardless of your faith. Diversity is our strength #WelcomeToCanada”)